This theorem means: If a system of axioms is consistent in the pred icate calculus of 1st order, then it is also consistent in the type logic.
It should be interesting and important to know whether or not the conjecture is affirmative. But it is remained open up to now.
Our theorem implies that a special case of the conjecture is yes. That is, if a sequent in LK is provable in GLC, then by our theorem it should be also provable in LK. Therefore it should be provable without cut by
Gentzen's cut-elimination theorem [5] . INDUCTION STEP. Assume that the theorem is true when the rank is less than m, and assume that the rank of S is m, and P is the prooffigure for S whose length is m. Let (I) be the lowest inference of P. In this chapter we give a non-constructive consistency-proof of the theory of real numbers. The applied system is obtained by generalizing the system Z given by K. Schutte [3] . The system is denoted by GZ.
In •˜ 1. The System GZ.
In this section we formulate the system GZ. •Í on individual-in antecedent where t is an arbitrary term.
• 8. We introduce a concept "proof- figure The system PGZ is obtained by modifying GZ as follows: in logical rules of inference of GZ, V on variety-in antecedent, we restrict V to particular variety. A proof-figure in PGZ is called a P-proof-figure. A sequent to be provable in PGZ is said to be P-provable.
A proof-figure of the system FPGZ is a proof-figure of PGZ the order of which is finite and which has the maximum degree of cuts. A prooffigure of FPGZ is called a F-proof- figure. A sequent to be provable in FPGZ is said to be F-provable.
•˜2. G. Takeuti's G1LC.
1. By the following modification of GZ we obtain the system equi valent to G. Takeuti's G1LC.
(1 of •˜ 3 in [7] .
•˜3. Preliminary Theorems.
In this section we discuss about the relations between systems GZ, PGZ and FPGZ. First we easily see that an F-proof-figure is a P-prooffigure and a P-proof-figure is a GZ-proof-figure.
By the Theorems 2 and 6 in this section we see that these three sys tems are mutually equivalent . 
